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Abstract

The animal gut plays a central role in tackling two common ecological challenges, nutrient short-
age and food-borne parasites, the former by efficient digestion and nutrient absorption, the latter
by acting as an immune organ and a barrier. It remains unknown whether these functions can be
independently optimised by evolution, or whether they interfere with each other. We report that
Drosophila melanogaster populations adapted during 160 generations of experimental evolution to
chronic larval malnutrition became more susceptible to intestinal infection with the opportunistic
bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas entomophila. However, they do not show suppressed immune
response or higher bacterial loads. Rather, their increased susceptibility to P. entomophila is lar-
gely mediated by an elevated predisposition to loss of intestinal barrier integrity upon infection.
These results may reflect a trade-off between the efficiency of nutrient extraction from poor food
and the protective function of the gut, in particular its tolerance to pathogen-induced damage.
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INTRODUCTION

By precluding a ‘master of all trades’, ecological trade-offs
play a key role in the evolution and maintenance of biodiver-
sity. Yet, although evidence for trade-offs is ubiquitous, we
still know little about their detailed mechanisms. Most trade-
offs are assumed to result from the allocation of limited
resources to competing demands of different functions of the
organism, such as growth, reproduction, somatic maintenance,
storage or immune defence (Van Noordwijk & de Jong 1986;
Stearns 1989; Roff & Fairbairn 2007; Edward & Chapman
2011). Allocation trade-offs between two functions can be
alleviated by acquiring more resources or increasing allocation
to both functions at the expense of a third function (Roff &
Fairbairn 2007). In contrast, this is not an option for alloca-
tion-independent ‘design’ trade-offs, which result from the
involvement of the same organs, cells or molecules in multiple
functions that impose conflicting selection pressures on their
properties (Agrawal et al. 2010; Edward & Chapman 2011).
Thus, design trade-offs may be biologically more fundamental
than allocation trade-offs, and in the long term more impor-
tant in constraining evolution; yet, we know surprisingly little
about their ecological significance and mechanisms.
Here, we reveal details of a design trade-off between adap-

tation to nutritionally poor diet and susceptibility to food-
borne pathogens. Most animal species are exposed to a
plethora of intestinal pathogens and parasites, as well as being
confronted with periods of nutrient shortage long enough to

impose physiological stress (malnutrition). The physiological
effects of these ecological stress factors often exacerbate each
other (Schaible & Kaufmann 2007; Ponton et al. 2011), hav-
ing more-than-additive effects on individuals, populations and
communities (Sheldon & Verhulst 1996; Rolff & Siva-Jothy
2003; Schulenburg et al. 2009; Hawley & Altizer 2011; Lalu-
bin et al. 2014), with relevance to human public health (Scha-
ible & Kaufmann 2007). Because both malnutrition and
intestinal parasites reduce Darwinian fitness, they should gen-
erate natural selection favouring adaptations that help the ani-
mal cope better with them. Such adaptations are expected in
particular to involve the digestive system, which, in addition
to its role in nutrient acquisition, acts as an immune organ
and a physical barrier to food-borne pathogens. While these
two functions of the digestive system have been studied for
decades, we do not know to what degree evolution can opti-
mise them independently. Some aspects of digestive system
physiology contribute to both functions; for example the low
pH of the anterior gut region (stomach in tetrapods) con-
tributes to both digestion of food and killing of microbes
(Apidianakis & Rahme 2011). Some other aspects are mainly
implicated in one function and could potentially mediate a
trade-off. For example intestinal mucus (or its insect analog,
the peritrophic matrix) protects the gut wall from pathogens
and toxins (Gill et al. 2011; Lemaitre & Miguel-Aliaga 2013),
but it may be costly to secrete and might slow the diffusion of
digestive enzymes and digested nutrients between the lumen
and the gut epithelium. Similarly, there could be a trade-off
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between secretion of digestive enzymes and immune effectors,
either at the histological level (where they are produced by
different cells, as is the case in mammals; Gill et al. 2011) or
at the cellular level (where, as in insects, they are produced by
the same cells and thus might depend the same transcriptional
and translational machinery; (Lemaitre & Miguel-Aliaga
2013). Such trade-offs might thus involve mechanisms that
inhibit the proliferation of or kill pathogens (i.e. immune
resistance), and mechanisms that limit or alleviate the conse-
quences of gut damage inflicted by the pathogen and the
host’s immune response (referred to as tolerance or resilience;
Raberg et al. 2009; Little et al. 2010).
Trade-offs between the efficiency of the gut in extracting

nutrients from low-quality food and its protective function
against pathogens would constrain evolution of the ability to
tackle these common ecological stressors. Such trade-offs
could contribute to the maintenance of genetic susceptibility
to opportunistic intestinal pathogens that are not specifically
selected to overcome the defences of the particular host spe-
cies (Brown et al. 2012; Antonovics et al. 2013). Immune
resistance reduces pathogen transmission whereas tolerance
may enhance it, and so knowing if these trade-offs mainly
affect resistance vs. tolerance would help to predict its conse-
quences for epidemiology and pathogen evolution (Roy &
Kirchner 2000; Raberg et al. 2009; Vale et al. 2014). Finally,
understanding the mechanisms of these trade-offs would also
contribute to understanding of the interactions between mal-
nutrition and intestinal infections.
Yet while the potential trade-off mechanisms mentioned

above may sound plausible, experimental evidence pertaining
to their existence and importance is indirect and scarce. A
substantial number of studies do report genetically based sur-
vival and fecundity costs of increased resistance or tolerance
to diverse parasites, either detected as correlated responses to
experimental selection or as genetic correlations (reviewed in
Lazzaro & Little 2009; Martins et al. 2013). However, except
for numerous studies addressing costs of resistance to the bio-
logical control agent Bacillus thuringiensis evolved by insect
pests (Gassmann et al. 2009), few studies tested for the genetic
fitness costs of resistance or tolerance to gut parasites (Zhong
et al. 2005; Vijendravarma et al. 2008; Kamath et al. 2014).
In some studies these costs were found to be more pro-
nounced under nutritional limitation, but this was the case for
gut parasites (Vijendravarma et al. 2008; Shikano & Cory
2014) as well as for systemic bacterial infections (e.g. McKean
et al. 2008; Howick & Lazzaro 2014) or parasitoid infections
(Fellowes et al. 1998). These cases may thus reflect allocation
trade-offs, which are predicted to become more acute under
nutrient limitation (Stearns 1989), rather than a design trade-
off with the ability of the gut to extract nutrients from low-
quality food. In one case where the latter was addressed, a B.
thuringiensis-tolerant strain of a noctuid caterpillar was found
to have slightly higher efficiency of nutrient absorption than a
susceptible control strain; its slower growth was mediated by
a slower ingestion rate (Shikano & Cory 2014). Thus, it
remains unclear whether adaptations of the gut to maximise
nutrient extraction interfere with its ability to protect from
parasites or vice versa. In particular, whether and to what
degree evolutionary adaptation to malnutrition has negative

consequences for resistance and tolerance to food-borne infec-
tions has not been tested.
Here, we demonstrate that evolution under nutrient limita-

tion adversely affects the ability of the gut to act as a barrier
to an opportunistic food-borne pathogen. We take advantage
of six D. melanogaster populations maintained for over 160
generations on an extremely nutrient-poor larval medium, on
which non-adapted larvae suffer high mortality, take twice as
long to develop, and emerge as adults of half the size of those
raised on standard food (Kolss et al. 2009). During this exper-
imental evolution, these selected populations became geneti-
cally adapted to this regime of chronic larval malnutrition. In
particular, their larvae grow substantially faster than those
from control populations on the poor (but not standard)
food, suggesting that they manage to extract more nutrients
from the poor food (Kolss et al. 2009; Vijendravarma &
Kawecki 2013). These malnutrition-adapted populations thus
offer a unique opportunity to study the consequences of adap-
tation to malnutrition for resistance and tolerance to food-
borne pathogens. We use a natural opportunistic pathogen of
Drosophila, the bacterium Pseudomonas entomophila, which is
virulent to larvae and adults upon ingestion (Vodovar et al.
2005).
We first show that, compared to the control populations,

the malnutrition-adapted populations suffer increased mortal-
ity both as larvae and adults upon intestinal infection with
P. entomophila. We then quantify several parameters relevant
to the immune response (expression of a key antimicrobial
peptide, inhibition of translation and ROS production) and
the bacterial load in the course of infection. These experi-
ments indicate that the immune resistance of the malnutrition-
adapted flies is not impaired and their pathogen load is
slightly lower. Rather, their increased infection-induced mor-
tality is largely mediated by a greater vulnerability to patho-
gen-induced loss of gut wall integrity. Thus, adaptation to
chronic malnutrition in these populations resulted in reduced
tolerance to P. entomophila infections, mediated by reduced
resilience of the gut to pathogen-induced damage.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Experimental evolution of the fly populations

The six selected and six control populations and the
regimes under which they evolved are described in detail
elsewhere (Kolss et al. 2009). Briefly, all 12 originated from
a single, laboratory-adapted base population. The selected
populations have been maintained on a poor larval food
regime for over 160 generations; the control populations
have been concurrently maintained on standard food (15 g
agar, 30 g sucrose, 60 g glucose, 12.5 g dry yeast, 50 g
cornmeal, 0.5 g MgSO4, 0.5 g CaCl2, 30 mL ethanol, 6 mL
propionic acid and 1 g nipagin per litre of water; Kolss
et al. 2009). The poor larval food contains 25% of the
amounts of sugars, yeast and cornmeal of the standard
food. Upon emergence, adult flies from both regimes are
always maintained on standard food with supplemented
yeast. The populations are maintained and all experiments
were performed at 25 °C, 60% humidity and a 12 : 12 h
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light:dark cycle. Prior to the assays described below, all
populations were reared for 2–3 generations on standard
food to eliminate maternal effects (Vijendravarma et al.
2010) and thus to ensure that the observed differences have
a genetic basis. The assays were performed on 3rd instar
larvae collected 96 h from egg laying and on adult females
aged 3–5 days from eclosion. Unless mentioned otherwise,
the assayed individuals were raised on standard food.
From the viewpoint of the hypotheses tested here, the

replicate selected and control populations represent the main
level of biological replication. Therefore, most of the experi-
ments reported here (11 out of 13) were performed on all six
selected and six control populations, with replicate popula-
tions treated in the analyses as a random factor nested
within the evolutionary regimes. However, two assays (or-
gan-specific Diptericin expression and translation activity
measurement) were only performed on one selected and one
control population (S1 and C1). These assays aimed to con-
firm the absence of differences between selected and control
populations inferred from other experiments; because we
indeed found no differences between the two populations
and these assays were labour-intensive, we did not extend
them to all populations.

Bacterial strains and infection procedures

Two strains of Pseudomonas entomophila were used in this
study; a virulent wild-type strain isolated in Guadeloupe and
the avirulent GacA mutant derived from the virulent strain
(Vodovar et al. 2005). The experimental infection was carried
out by feeding third instar larvae and adult female flies with
food laced with the bacteria following standard protocols
(Liehl et al. 2006). However, we used lower infective doses
because the standard doses used in that paper cause nearly
100% mortality. Larvae were infected by feeding for 30 min
with a 1/10 of bacterial concentration used by Liehl et al.
(2006). For adults we used 1/4 of the standard concentration;
the length of infection period differed according to the assay:
18 h for mortality, between 45 min and 10 h for other assays
according to the expected dynamics of the response, as speci-
fied below. For the ‘uninfected’ treatment the larvae and flies
were treated in the same way, but their food was only supple-
mented with the saline buffer (for details see Supporting
Information Methods).

Survival upon infection

To test whether evolutionary adaptation to chronic malnutri-
tion had been associated with changes in susceptibility to
P. entomophila, we compared infection-induced mortality of
larvae and adult flies from the selected and control popula-
tions (3 replicate vials of 15 larvae or 30 adults per popula-
tion). To verify that the observed mortality reflects pathogen
virulence rather than adverse nutritional effects of bacteria or
remains of their medium, we also assayed the mortality of lar-
vae and adults infected with the avirulent GacA mutant. Arc-
sine-square root-transformed proportions of surviving
individuals in each vial were compared with an ANOVA (popu-
lations nested within selection regimes).

Immune response

The immune response to intestinal infection by P. entomophila
includes the activation of the Imd pathway, inducing the pro-
duction of antimicrobial peptides, notably Diptericin (Vodovar
et al. 2005; Lemaitre & Hoffmann 2007). To test if differences
in the expression of the Imd pathway are responsible for dif-
ferences in mortality upon infection, we used quantitative RT-
PCR to measure the relative expression of Diptericin, both at
its baseline and induced level (i.e. in uninfected and infected
individuals). This was done on whole larvae (6 h post infec-
tion) and adults (10 h from the onset of infection) from all
selected and control populations (see Supporting Information
Methods). Because we found no differences (see Results), we
additionally dissected adults from one selected and one con-
trol population and quantified Diptericin expression separately
in the gut and the fat body, which contribute, respectively, to
the local and systemic immune response (Buchon et al.
2009b). This was done to verify that a lower expression in the
gut is not masked by a higher expression in the fat body or
vice versa.
The pathology induced by P. entomophila includes inhibi-

tion of translation in the intestine, blocking the synthesis of
antimicrobial peptides and the renewal of the gut epithelium
(Chakrabarti et al. 2012). If this occurred to a different degree
in selected vs. control populations, the production of antimi-
crobial peptides could differ even if their expression at the
mRNA level were the same. To address this possibility, we
quantified the global rate of translation in the gut of infected
and uninfected flies. The method involves feeding flies with
fluorescently labelled methionine analogue and subsequently
dissecting the gut and quantifying the amount of fluorescence
relative to the cellular background, which corresponds to the
amount of the labelled methionine incorporated in newly syn-
thesised proteins (see Supporting Information Methods).
Intestinal infection with gram-negative pathogens also

induces the synthesis of ROS (Bae et al. 2010; Lemaitre &
Girardin 2013). Even though ROS appear ineffective against
P. entomophila (Chakrabarti et al. 2014), we compared ROS
production in infected and uninfected flies from the selected
and control populations, using a peroxidase assay, which
quantified the amount of H2O2 in dissected guts (one sample
of 10 guts per population and treatment, see Supporting
Information Methods). Because the ROS is produced in a fast
burst (Chakrabarti et al. 2014), its level was assessed 45 min
from the onset of infection.
The normalised relative Diptericin expression and transla-

tion activity are ratios and were therefore log-transformed
before analysis. The transformed values, as well as untrans-
formed ROS measurements, were analysed with ANOVA.

Food intake and bacterial load

Differences in mortality upon infection could result from dif-
ferences in the amount of bacteria ingested. We showed earlier
that larvae from our selection regimes did not differ in their
food intake rate (Vijendravarma et al. 2012), but this had not
been verified for adults. We therefore estimated the food
intake of infected and uninfected adults from all populations
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using an established protocol which involves allowing flies to
feed on food supplemented with a dye for 15 min and quanti-
fying the amount of dye ingested (Kaun et al. 2007). To make
the intake measure most relevant from the viewpoint of the
infectious dose received by the flies, in the ‘infected’ treatment
we quantified the intake of the infectious medium after the
flies had already been exposed to the infectious medium for
10 h (see Supporting Information Methods). The amount of
dye ingested was quantified as optical density (OD633) and
analysed using a mixed-model ANOVA (3 replicate samples of
five adults per population and treatment).
To assay the dynamics of infection over time, we estimated

the bacterial load of infected flies 2, 4 and 6 h from the onset
of the infection protocol. This was done by the standard col-
ony-forming units method (Liehl et al. 2006), with one sample
of five infected flies per population and time point. The flies
were dipped in 70% ethanol thrice (5 s) to sterilise the body
exterior and then homogenised in 100 lL of phosphate buffer.
The homogenate was serially diluted and 10 lL droplets were
plated on Luria-Bertani agar plates. The number of viable
cells within an individual was estimated by counting the num-
ber of colonies formed after incubation. The dilutions to be
counted were chosen so that the colony counts ranged
between 10 and 46; the same dilution was used for all samples
from a given time point. The counts were analysed using a
generalised mixed model with Poisson error distribution, log
link and an overdispersion parameter; selection regime and
time were the fixed factors and population was a random fac-
tor nested in the selection regime (PROC GLIMMIX of SAS
v. 9.3, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). For plotting, the
counts were converted to the estimated number per fly.

Gut wall integrity assays

Repair of the gut wall is an important mechanism of resilience
to infection; this mechanisms often fails upon infection with
high doses of P. entomophila leading to loss of gut wall integ-
rity (Buchon et al. 2009a; Chakrabarti et al. 2012). To com-
pare the proneness of selected and control populations to
infection-induced loss of gut wall integrity, we used the ‘smurf’
assay (Rera et al. 2012), which involves feeding larvae or adult
flies with food coloured with a non-toxic water-soluble food
dye. In individuals with intact intestinal walls, the dye remains
contained in the digestive tract, whereas in individuals with
intestinal barrier dysfunction, the dye leaks into the haemocoel,
colouring the body blue (the ‘smurf’ phenotype). Larvae and
female flies infected with P. entomophila or sham-treated with
saline for 30 min and 10 h, respectively, were transferred onto
standard food containing the blue dye (2.5% w/v) for 8 h (two
samples of 15 larvae or 17–20 adults per population and treat-
ment). The proportion of individuals showing the ‘smurf’ phe-
notype was subsequently recorded. The arcsine-square root-
transformed proportion of ‘smurf’ individuals were compared
between the regimes using a nested ANOVA.
To test the link between the infection-mediated loss of

intestinal integrity and mortality, in an independent experi-
ment we separated infected adult flies from each population
according to whether or not they showed the ‘smurf’ pheno-
type 18 h after the onset of infection (40 flies of each pheno-

type per population). These flies were transferred to fresh
food vials (without dye) and their survival was monitored
over the next 22 h. The proportion of flies alive at each time
point was arcsine-square root-transformed and analysed with
ANOVA, with the initial phenotype (‘smurf’ vs. ‘non-smurf’)
and regime as fixed factors, and population as a random fac-
tor nested within regime.

RESULTS

Mortality upon infection

Both larvae and adults from the selected populations suffered
higher mortality after infection than those from the control
populations (Fig. 1a and b, circle symbols). Almost no mor-
tality was observed in larvae and adult flies infected with the
avirulent GacA mutant of P. entomophila (Fig. 1a and b,
square symbols), thus confirming that the high mortality upon
infection with the virulent P. entomophila strain is indeed
mediated by the pathogen’s virulence.
Furthermore, a very similar pattern of mortality upon infec-

tion, with flies of the selected populations dying faster than
controls, was observed when all flies were raised on the poor
food (Fig. 1c), indicating that the increased susceptibility of
malnutrition-adapted flies is not diet-specific. Thus, evolution-
ary adaptation to chronic malnutrition in our selected popula-
tions was associated with increased genetic susceptibility of
both larvae and adults to intestinal infection with P. ento-
mophila.

Immune response

As expected, infection with P. entomophila induced more than
a 100-fold increase in Diptericin expression relative to saline-
fed controls (Fig. 2a and b; larvae: F1,10 = 249.8, P < 0.0001;
adults: F1,9 = 238.8, P < 0.0001). However, Diptericin expres-
sion did not differ between the selection regimes in either lar-
vae (Fig. 2a; regime: F1,10.9 = 0.6, P = 0.44; regime 9

infection treatment: F1,11.3 = 0.16, P = 0.69) or adult flies
(Fig. 2b; regime: F1,10 = 0.006, P = 0.94; regime 9 infection
treatment: F1,9 = 0.28, P = 0.61).
Two additional assays were performed on flies from one

selected and one control population. First, although expression
of Diptericin increased upon infection both in the gut (Fig. 2c;
F1, 9 = 22.7, P = 0.001) and the fat body (Fig. 2d; F1,9 = 193.6,
P < 0.0001), it did not differ between the two populations
(Fig. 2c and d; regime – gut: F1,9 = 0.21, p = 0.7; fat body:
F1,9 = 0.68, P = 0.43; regime 9 infection treatment – gut:
F1,9 = 0.0004, P = 0.98; fat body: F1,9 = 0.09, P = 0.77). Sec-
ond, although we detected a mild reduction in translation in
infected flies (Fig. 2e; F1,64 = 7.9, P = 0.007), translation activ-
ity was not different between the populations (regime:
F1,64 = 0.02, P = 0.89; regime 9 infection: F1,64 = 0.14,
P = 0.71). Altogether, these results suggest that AMP-based
immune response is not impaired in the selected populations.
The baseline ROS level in the guts of uninfected flies did

not differ between regimes (Fig. 2f; F1,10 = 1.04, P = 0.3). As
expected, the ROS concentration increased upon P. ento-
mophila infection in both regimes (Fig. 2f; F1,10 = 52.2,
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P < 0.0001), but only by about half as much in the selected as
in the control populations (regime 9 infection treatment:
F1,10 = 11.4, P < 0.007). As a consequence, the induced ROS
levels of selected populations were 21% lower than those of
control populations (Fig. 2f; F1,10 = 17.9, P = 0.002). This
does not, however, necessarily imply reduced defence against
P. entomophila (Chakrabarti et al. 2014); we return to this
point in the Discussion.

Food intake and pathogen load

Uninfected adult flies from the selected populations had a
lower food intake than those from control populations
(Fig. 3a; F1,10 = 8.19, P = 0.016). We observed a similar dif-
ference between the selection regimes in intake of infectious
medium by flies already exposed to this medium for 10 h
(Fig. 1d; F1,10 = 10.95, P = 0.008).
As has been previously reported (Liehl et al. 2006), the bac-

terial load decreased over time, but across the time points it
was slightly lower in the selected than in control populations
(regime: v21 ¼ 8:2, P = 0.004; regime 9 time: v22 ¼ 3:1,
P = 0.2), although when analysed separately for each time
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point the difference was only significant at 6 h (Fig. 3b).
Thus, the higher mortality of the selected flies cannot be
attributed to higher bacterial loads or their slower clearance
from the gut.

Infection-mediated loss of intestinal integrity in malnutrition-

adapted populations

Despite having lower bacterial loads, 8 h after infection about
31% of larvae from the selected populations showed loss of
intestinal barrier integrity, compared to about 18% for con-
trol populations (Fig. 4a and b; F1,10 = 11.2, P = 0.0074).
Similarly, 18 h from the onset of infection, adults from the
selected populations were twice as likely to show the ‘smurf’
phenotype as the control populations (Fig. 4c and d;
F1,10 = 42.7, P < 0.0001). No uninfected larvae and very few
uninfected adults showed the ‘smurf’ phenotype (Fig. 3b and
d).
For both selected and control populations, over 25% of

infected flies showing the ‘smurf’ phenotype died within 4 h
compared to < 5% infected ‘non-smurf’ individuals (Fig. 4e;
F1,10 = 309.6, P < 0.0001); after 22 h these proportions were
about 71% vs. 22% (Fig. 4e; F1,10 = 138.6, P < 0.0001).
Although both ‘smurf’ and ‘non-smurf’ flies from the selected
populations appeared to die faster than flies from control
populations showing similar phenotype, the proportion surviv-
ing after 22 h was not significantly different between the selec-
tion regimes (regime F1,10 = 1.7, P = 0.22; ‘smurf’
phenotype 9 regime F1,10 = 0.1, P = 0.78). Thus, the loss of
intestinal integrity is a good predictor of imminent death in
infected flies and explains most of the difference in infection-
induced mortality between the selected and control popula-
tions.

DISCUSSION

The ability to deal with two common ecological challenges –
nutrient shortage and food-borne pathogens – to a large

degree relies on adaptations of the gut. Our study suggests
that such adaptations are at least partly mutually incompati-
ble – Drosophila populations that evolved an improved ability
to grow and survive on a poor-quality larval food suffer
increased mortality from intestinal infections with P. ento-
mophila. This is the case for both larvae and adult flies, and is
observed in flies raised under both standard and malnutrition
conditions. Our results thus support the notion of an evolu-
tionary trade-off between adaptation of the digestive system
to poor-quality food and its protective function against food-
borne pathogens.
Our previous work has shown that several aspects of the

adaptation of our selected populations to the poor larval
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food regime involved genotype 9 nutritional environment
interactions – improved survival and growth are only
observed on the poor food (Kolss et al. 2009). This is not
the case for susceptibility to P. entomophila: the selected
flies suffer a higher mortality upon infection than controls
even if raised on the poor food, despite being substantially
better adapted to this food. This indicates that geno-
type 9 nutritional environment interactions for pathogen
defence played at most a minor role, despite having been
reported in some other host–pathogen systems (Lazzaro &
Little 2009). The reduced tolerance of the selected popula-
tions to P. entomophila appears to be mediated by mecha-
nisms relatively insensitive to the level of nutrition.
Mechanisms of defence against pathogens can be roughly

divided into those that directly inhibit the proliferation and
kill the pathogen (i.e. immune resistance), and those that
alleviate the consequences of damage inflicted by the patho-
gen and the host’s immune response (referred to as toler-
ance or resilience; Raberg et al. 2009; Little et al. 2010).
Both play important complementary roles in Drosophila
infected with intestinal pathogens (Lemaitre & Hoffmann
2007; Ferrandon 2013), and thus reduced efficacy of either
or both might explain the greater susceptibility of our mal-
nutrition-adapted populations to P. entomophila infection.
The main mechanisms of immune resistance against intesti-
nal infections with gram-negative bacteria are the expression
of antimicrobial peptides (AMP) mediated by the Imd path-
way (Liehl et al. 2006) and the production of ROS (Le-
maitre & Girardin 2013). We found no evidence for
reduced AMP production: neither the baseline level of
expression of Diptericin (a standard readout for the Imd
pathway) nor the degree of its upregulation upon infection
differed between the selected and control populations. Fur-
thermore, while the overall rate of protein synthesis in the
intestine was, as expected (Chakrabarti et al. 2012; Lemaitre
& Girardin 2013), reduced in infected flies, it was nearly
identical between the selected and the control population
assayed, suggesting that similar levels of Diptericin mRNA
correspond to similar production of the peptide. Infected
flies from the selected populations did produce less ROS in
their guts than those from the control populations. How-
ever, even though a reduction in ROS production has been
shown to increase susceptibility to several other pathogens
(Ha et al. 2005, 2009; Chakrabarti et al. 2014), a Drosophila
mutant for p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK
p38c), which produces less ROS, is actually more resistant
to P. entomophila (Chakrabarti et al. 2014). Thus, the lower
levels of ROS in the selected populations may not necessar-
ily mean reduced immune defence against P. entomophila.
Consistent with this, the flies from the selected populations
did not have higher bacterial loads in the gut than flies
from the control populations. All these lines of evidence
imply that the greater mortality of selected populations
upon infection with P. entomophila was not primarily
caused by reduced ability to fight the pathogen.
Rather, their higher mortality upon infection seems to be

mostly due to lower tolerance, i.e. to greater susceptibility to
damage induced by the pathogen and/or the hosts own
immune defence. In particular, we show that both larvae and

adult flies from the selected populations are much more prone
to loss of intestinal integrity. Furthermore, this loss of intesti-
nal integrity is a very good predictor of mortality within the
subsequent 24 h; its incidence as revealed by the ‘smurf’ assay
explains almost all of the difference in infection-induced mor-
tality between the selected and control populations. This is
consistent with other studies that implicate damage to intesti-
nal epithelium and blockage of its repair as a major facet of
P. entomophila-induced mortality in Drosophila (Chakrabarti
et al. 2012).
We do not know the mechanism of the greater susceptibil-

ity to loss of gut integrity nor why it should be favoured by
selection under malnutrition. It might be a consequence of
reduced allocation of the limited resources to defence-related
mechanisms, e.g. epithelium repair (Lemaitre & Girardin
2013). However, if this had been the case, we should have
seen a difference between selected and control flies in transla-
tion activity after infection, and the difference in mortality
between the selected and control populations should have
been more pronounced on the poor food; neither was the
case. Rather, these results indicate a design trade-off,
whereby some aspects of the gut structure or physiology
favoured by selection under malnutrition make it more vul-
nerable to pathogen damage. The fact that the larvae of the
selected populations grow faster than control larvae on poor
food but not on standard food, (Kolss et al. 2009; Vijen-
dravarma & Kawecki 2013) suggests that they are able to
acquire nutrients from the poor food at a higher rate. While
it remains to be shown directly, it is likely that the gut char-
acteristics which increase the vulnerability of the malnutri-
tion-adapted populations to P. entomophila have evolved
because they enhance nutrient acquisition from low-quality
food. Intriguingly, an analogous design trade-off between
nutrient acquisition and resistance to damage by antibiotics
or detergents occurs in E. coli and is mediated by membrane
permeability and expression of porin proteins (Phan & Fer-
enci 2013).
While susceptibility to specialised obligate parasites can be

explained by their continuous adaptation to their host species
(in relation to prevailing epidemiological conditions), oppor-
tunistic facultative pathogens are often thought not to be
specifically selected to overcome host defences (Brown et al.
2012; Antonovics et al. 2013). This raises the question why
genetic susceptibility to such opportunistic infections persists
during evolution despite their negative consequences for Dar-
winian fitness. Our results suggest that genetic susceptibility to
opportunistic enteric pathogens could be in part a cost of
adaptation to deal with periods of malnutrition, in particular
during the juvenile growth phase.
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